
Our company

Paradox Cat GmbH is a specialist software development partner in the area of real-time graphics.

As a partner and supplier of various premium automotive  manufacturers, we support graphical

interface development for high-end in car cluster instruments and infotainment systems. In

addition to this, PARADOX CAT GmbH has increasingly participated in Proof of Concept projects

and feasibility studies in the Human Machine Interaction (HMI) spectrum. Here, we focus on the

implementation of new emerging technologies and their usability and implementation in the car

of the future.

Initiativbewerbung / Unsolicited

Application

None of the current open positions suit

you?

Then you can apply under this job position with us.

What you should keep in mind:

Please apply to us with as complete an application as possible, including a resume, cover

letter (why do you want to join Paradox Cat?), and your references.

We are a small company that deals with the development of graphical interfaces in the

automotive industry. Therefore we are looking for software developers as well as technical

artists and project managers



We o�er: 

Working as part of a team of top technical professionals in an agile, self-organized way

Exciting projects in the HMI environment with plenty of opportunity for you to drive your

own personal and professional development

1,500 € annual training budget and the company library at your disposal

Hackathons, weekly knowledge sharing sessions and interest clubs

Flexible working time model including home o�ce

30 days of paid annual leave + 3 days additional leave for training purposes

Well-being package subscription (EGYM Wellpass)

Regular team and company events

Access to the exclusive employee discount platform

Job bike or job ticket

Visa/relocation support and relocation allowance

Got questions?

Just contact us under jobs@paradoxcat.com

Apply now

Apply via WhatsApp

Make your own impression of PARADOX CAT GmbH at http://paradoxcat.com/

https://paradoxcat.onlyfy.jobs/apply/hq1krig3xc1bo6z4e3x30wi318bgbyo
https://of-paradoxcat.pitchyou.de/go/hq1krig3xc1bo6z4e3x30wi318bgbyo
https://paradoxcat.com/en/
https://www.kununu.com/de/paradox-cat
https://twitter.com/ParadoxCatGmbH
https://instagram.com/paradoxcatgmbh?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA==
http://paradoxcat.com/

